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Abstract 36 
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1 Introduction 126 

This document is an introduction into the architectural framework required for managing desktop 127 
and mobile systems hardware in the enterprise environment. This document lays forth the basic 128 
principles required for understanding and implementing the DMTF Web Services for Manage-129 
ment (WS-Management) interface as applied to this environment. The framework is composed 130 
of technologies defined in multiple standard specifications, including the WS-Man Specification 131 
[1], the DASH Implementation Requirements Specification [2], and a variety of profiles (Section 132 
7) which are applicable to this environment. 133 

The focus of this architecture is to enable the management of desktop and mobile computing re-134 
sources in a standard manner across any Manageability Access Point implementation, independ-135 
ent of operating system state. 136 

1.1 Target Audience 137 

The intended target audience for this document is readers interested in understanding manage-138 
ment through Web Services of desktop systems, mobile systems, thin clients and bladed PCs as 139 
well as desktop and mobile systems management architecture in general. 140 

1.2 Related Documents 141 

[1] DSP0226, Web Services for Management (WS-Management), Version 1.0, 2006-03-14. 142 

[2] DSP0232, Desktop and mobile Systems Management (DASH) Implementation Require-143 
ments, Version 1.1. 144 

[3] DSP2001, SMASH CLP White Paper, Version 1.1, 2006-12-12. 145 

[4] DSP0227, WS-Management CIM Binding Specification Preliminary, Version 1.0.0b. 2006-146 
08-09. 147 

[5] DSP0230, WS-CIM Mapping Specification Preliminary, Version 1.0.0c, 2006-08-09. 148 

[6] Hypertext Transfer Protocol -- HTTP 1.1, RFC 2616, IETF, June 1999. 149 

[7] HTTP over TLS 1.0, RFC 2818, IETF, May 2000. 150 

[8] HTTP Authentication: Basic and Digest Access Authentication, RFC 2617, IETF, June 151 
1999. 152 

[9] The TLS Protocol, RFC2246, Version 1.0, IETF, January 1999. 153 

[10] A Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP), RFC1157, IETF,  May 1990. 154 

[11] DSP1054, Indications Profile, Version 1.0. 155 

[12] DSP0136, Alert Standard Format (ASF) Specification, Version 2.0. 156 

[13] DSP1033, DMTF Profile Registration Profile, Version 1.0. 157 

[14] Security Architecture for the Internet Protocol, RFC4301, IETF, December 2005. 158 

[15] IP Encapsulating Security Payload (ESP), RFC4303, IETF, December 2005. 159 

[16] Cryptographic Algorithm Implementation Requirements for Encapsulating Security Pay-160 
load (ESP) and Authentication Header (AH), RFC4305, IETF, December 2005. 161 

[17] CIM Schema, Version 2.15.0. 162 
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[18] Web Services Architecture, W3C Working Group Note 11, February 2004. 163 

 164 

1.3 Terminology 165 
Term Definition 

Administrator  A person managing a system through interaction with 
management clients, transport clients and other policies 
and procedures. 

Autonomous Profile An autonomous profile defines an autonomous and self-
contained management domain. This includes profiles 
that are standalone, or have relationships to other pro-
files 

Common Information Model The DMTF Common Information Model (CIM) is an 
approach to the management of systems and networks 
that applies the basic structuring and conceptualization 
techniques of the object-oriented paradigm. The ap-
proach uses a uniform modeling formalism that—
together with the basic repertoire of object-oriented 
constructs—supports the cooperative development of 
an object-oriented schema across multiple organiza-
tions. 

CIM Profile A profile is a specification that defines the CIM model 
and associated behavior for a management domain. 
The CIM model includes the CIM classes, associations, 
indications, methods and properties. The management 
domain is a set of related management tasks. A profile 
is uniquely identified by the name, organization name, 
and version. 

Client Any system that acts in the role of a client to a MAP. 

Common Information Model Object Manager A CIM-capable implementation. 

Component Profile A component profile describes a subset of a manage-
ment domain. A component profile includes CIM ele-
ments that are scoped within an autonomous profile (or 
in rare cases, another component profile). Multiple 
autonomous profiles may reference the same compo-
nent profile. 

Encapsulating Security Payload An IPSec extension header that provides origin 
authenticity, integrity, and confidentiality protection of a 
packet. 

Extensible Markup Language Extensible Markup Language (XML) is a simple, very 
flexible text format derived from SGML (ISO 8879). 
Originally designed to meet the challenges of large-
scale electronic publishing, XML is also playing an 
increasingly important role in the exchange of a wide 
variety of data on the Web and elsewhere. 

Hypertext Transfer Protocol The Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) is an applica-
tion-level protocol for distributed, collaborative, hyper-
media information systems. It is a generic, stateless, 
protocol which can be used for many tasks beyond its 
use for hypertext, such as name servers and distributed 
object management systems, through extension of its 
request methods, error codes and headers. 

HTTP over TLS The Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) encapsulated 
in the Transport Layer Security Protocol. 
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Term Definition 

In-Band Management that operates with the support of hard-
ware components that are critical to and used by the 
operating system 

In-Service Management that operates with the support of software 
components that run concurrently and are dependent 
on the operating system. 

Internet Protocol The Internet Protocol is designed for use in intercon-
nected systems of packet-switched computer communi-
cation networks.  The internet protocol provides for   
transmitting blocks of data called datagrams from 
sources to destinations, where sources and destina-
tions are hosts identified by fixed length addresses.  
The internet protocol also provides for fragmentation 
and reassembly of long datagrams, if necessary, for  
transmission through "small packet" networks. 

IP Security A suite of protocols for securing Internet Protocol (IP) 
communications. 

Manageability Access Point (MAP) A collection of services of a system that provides man-
agement in accordance to specifications published un-
der the DMTF Server Management Architecture for 
Server Hardware initiative. 

Managed Element The finest granularity of addressing which can be the 
target of commands or messages, or a collection 
thereof. 

Managed Element Access Method The method by which a Managed Element performs a 
unit of work. 

Managed System A collection of Managed Elements that comprise a 
Computer System for which a MAP has management 
responsibilities. 

Out-of-Band Management that operates with hardware resources 
and components that are independent of the operating 
systems control 

Out-of-Service Management that operates with the support of software 
components that require the operating environment to 
be put out-of-service and the system be placed into an 
alternate management environment. In this state, the 
operating system is not available 

Remote Management and Control Protocol A protocol used for client control and discovery 
functions. 

SOAP A lightweight protocol intended for exchanging 
structured information in a decentralized, distributed 
environment. 

Transmission Control Protocol The Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) is a connec-
tion-oriented, end-to-end reliable protocol designed to   
fit into a layered hierarchy of protocols which support 
multi-network  applications. 

Transport The layers of the communication stack responsible for 
reliable transportation of commands and message from 
the Client to the MAP 

Transport Layer Security The TLS protocol provides communications privacy 
over the Internet. The protocol allows client/server ap-
plications to communicate in a way that is designed to 
prevent eavesdropping, tampering, or message forgery. 
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Term Definition 

User The set of human users and Management Clients which 
interact with the Transport Client in order to manage a 
Managed System through a Manageability Access 
Point. Human users include Administrators, Operators, 
and Read-Only Users. 

WS-CIM Mapping A specification that provides the normative rules and 
recommendations that describe the structure of the 
XML Schema, WSDL fragments and metadata frag-
ments corresponding to the elements of CIM models, 
and the representation of CIM instances as XML in-
stance documents. 

WS-Management A general SOAP-based protocol for managing systems 
such as PCs, servers, devices, Web services and other 
applications, and other manageable entities. 

WS-Management CIM Binding A specification that describes how transformed CIM 
resources, as specified by the WS-CIM specification, 
are bound to WS-Management operations and WSDL 
definitions. 

Web Services A Web service is a software system designed to sup-
port interoperable machine-to-machine interaction over 
a network. It has an interface described in a machine-
processable format (specifically WSDL). Other systems 
interact with the Web service in a manner prescribed by 
its description using SOAP messages, typically con-
veyed using HTTP with an XML serialization in conjunc-
tion with other Web-related standards. 

WS-Addressing WS-Addressing provides transport-neutral mechanisms 
to address Web services and messages. Specifically, it 
defines XML elements to identify Web service end-
points and to secure end-to-end endpoint identification 
in messages. It enables messaging systems to support 
message transmission through networks that include 
processing nodes such as endpoint managers, fire-
walls, and gateways in a transport-neutral manner. 

WS-Enumeration A general SOAP-based protocol for enumerating a se-
quence of XML elements that is suitable for traversing 
logs, message queues, or other linear information mod-
els. 

WS-Eventing A protocol that allows Web services to subscribe to or 
accept subscriptions for event notification messages. 

WS-Transfer A general SOAP-based protocol for accessing XML 
representations of Web service-based resources. 

1.4 Acronyms and Abbreviations 166 
Term Definition 

ASF Alert Standard Format 

CIM Common Information Model 

CIMOM Common Information Model Object Manager 

DASH Desktop and mobile Architecture for Systems Hardware 

ESP Encapsulating Security Payload 

HTTP Hypertext Transfer Protocol 

HTTPS Hypertext Transfer Protocol over TLS 

IP Internet Protocol 
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Term Definition 

IPSec IP Security 

MAP Manageability Access Point 

RMCP Remote Management and Control Protocol 

SMASH Systems Management Architecture for Server Hardware 

SOAP Simple Object Access Protocol 

TCP Transmission Control Protocol 

TCP/IP See TCP and IP 

TLS Transport Layer Security 

XML Extensible Markup Language 
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2 Architecture Overview 167 

Desktop and mobile systems management in today’s enterprise environments is comprised of a 168 
disparate set of tools and applications which administrators can use to manage the multitude of 169 
networked desktop and mobile computers. In many cases, these tools are specialized and adapted 170 
to each individual environment, installation and product in the environment. 171 

Currently, the CIM Schema provides a feature-rich systems management environment. In its cur-172 
rent form, it also places a burden on those vendors attempting to implement the CIM Schema and 173 
CIM-XML Protocol to support systems hardware management. This has resulted in lack of inter-174 
operability and acceptance of solutions in the desktop and mobile systems hardware management 175 
solution space, particularly in the out-of-band and out-of service cases. In addition, the resulting 176 
Out-of-Band and Out-of-Service management solutions are different from the operating system's 177 
representation and management of the system. 178 

The Desktop and mobile Architecture for System Hardware (DASH) Management Initiative 179 
supports a suite of specifications which include architectural semantics, industry standard proto-180 
cols and a set of profiles to standardize the management of desktop and mobile systems inde-181 
pendent of machine state, operating platform or vendor. By creating industry standard protocols, 182 
interoperability is facilitated over the network and the syntax and semantics of those protocols 183 
are facilitated to be interoperable by products which adhere to those standards. Because it is 184 
based on the CIM Schema, the DASH Management Initiative (hereafter referred to as DASH) 185 
leverages the richness of CIM. By creating industry standard profiles, the richness of the CIM 186 
Schema can be applied in a consistent manner by all vendors. 187 

Extra emphasis has been placed in the development of DASH to enable lightweight implementa-188 
tions which are architecturally consistent. This has been done to enable a full spectrum of im-189 
plementations without sacrificing the richness of the CIM heritage. This includes software-only 190 
solutions and small footprint firmware solutions. Emphasis has been placed on ensuring that 191 
these implementations will be interoperable, independent of implementation, CPU architecture, 192 
chipset solutions, vendor or operating environment. 193 

2.1 Principal Goals 194 

One goal of DASH is to enable the same interfaces independent of system state. To this end, a 195 
Service Model is referenced in Section 2.2 to illustrate that, independent of Service Access Point 196 
or operating system state, the same protocols can be used for systems management. 197 

Another goal of DASH is to enable the same tools, syntax, semantics and interfaces to work 198 
across a full range of products – traditional desktop systems, mobile and laptop computers, 199 
bladed PCs as well as “thin clients”. Therefore, we have encompassed considerations for these 200 
products in our initial architecture and plan to include support for them in the on-going profile 201 
development effort. 202 

2.2 Service Model 203 

Fundamental to the DASH is the underlying goal to unify the experience achieved through out-204 
of-band mechanisms with those available via the operating system. To achieve this goal, DASH 205 
has adopted the Service Model as Described in the SMASH White Paper [3]. The definitions, 206 
terms and model for In-Band, Out-of-Band, In-Service and Out-of-Service documented in the 207 
SMASH White Paper [3] apply to DASH. 208 
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3 Desktop and Mobile Management Architecture Model 209 

In order to provide systems management standardization, it is necessary to develop an abstract 210 
model that describes systems management independent of the actual implementation. This is 211 
necessary to provide a common vocabulary and to provide a common base of understanding. It is 212 
also used to illustrate the access points where interoperability is facilitated as well as to show 213 
semantically visible components and interfaces. 214 

The goal of the architecture is also to describe systems management in abstract terms for all 215 
desktop and mobile systems. This means it is implementation agnostic and spans the spectrum of 216 
the supported platforms. 217 

3.1 Architectural Model 218 

This section introduces the overall DASH Architecture Model (see Figure 1). The terms used in 219 
this model are defined in the following sections. The dotted lines in this model indicate the pro-220 
tocols and transports that are externally visible. These are the communication interfaces between 221 
the Manageability Access Point (MAP) and the Client and represent data that flows across the 222 
network, for example. The solid lines indicate semantically visible interfaces. The packets, trans-223 
ports, and interfaces are not externally visible but the fact that they are separate components with 224 
their own semantics is visible. The functional implications which are noticeable by the Client 225 
need to be accounted for in order to have a complete model.  226 

 227 

Figure 1 - DASH Management Initiative Architecture Model 228 
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Figure 2 depicts an example implementation that emphasizes the components within the MAP 229 
which are noticeable when implemented within a WBEM context. While the entities described 230 
are not required to exist as independent entities, their existence is evident from the syntax and 231 
semantics of the interface between the MAP and the Client. This figure expands on the architec-232 
ture model, exposing the detailed, identifiable portions of the Client and the MAP. This includes 233 
the Transports and a detailed User model to indicate support by DASH of a human Administrator 234 
interacting with Management Client Services. It also includes Authentication, Authorization and 235 
Audit components within the MAP that are expected to be accessible through the protocols. In 236 
addition, the Operation Invocation Engine indicates that the operations within the MAP are dis-237 
tinct with their own operational semantics. Note that while only one Managed System is shown, 238 
managing multiple Managed Systems from one MAP is supported by DASH. 239 

 240 

Figure 2 - Example MAP Implementation Architecture 241 

The following sections describe the components found in Figure 1 and Figure 2. 242 

3.2 Client 243 

A Client is a logical component that manages a system via a Manageability Access Point (MAP). 244 
A Client may run on a management station or other system.  245 

A Client is responsible for: 246 
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• Providing an interface to the functionality provided by the MAP in a form consistent with 247 
DASH Implementation Requirements [2]. 248 

• Accessing a MAP using the DASH defined management protocol. This entails interacting 249 
with the MAP through the following process: 250 

− Initiating a session with a MAP. 251 

− Transmitting protocol-specific messages to the MAP. 252 

− Receiving protocol-specific output messages from the MAP. 253 

− Terminating a session with a MAP. 254 

3.2.1 User 255 
The User in this model represents an instance of a Management Client Services and an Adminis-256 
trator.  257 

3.2.1.1 Management Client Services 258 
A Management Client Services represents a program of some type, such as an application, that 259 
initiated management requests to the Transport Client and handles responses from the Transport 260 
Client. Interaction between the Management Client and the Transport Client is in the form of 261 
WS-Management messages. Interaction between the Administrator and the Management Client 262 
Services is outside the scope of this document. 263 

3.2.1.2 Administrator 264 
This represents the human interacting with the Management Client. 265 

3.2.2 Transport Services 266 
The Transport Services in the Client represents the endpoint of the transport and lower layer pro-267 
tocols with which the User interacts. It initiates and maintains the transport session with the 268 
Transport Service in the MAP. This includes transport session establishment, authentication, and 269 
authorization. 270 

The DASH Implementation Requirements Specification [3] contains mappings for HTTP and 271 
HTTPS. Other transports are not precluded but are outside of the scope of DASH.  272 

3.3 MAP 273 

The Manageability Access Point (“MAP”) is a network-accessible service for managing a Man-274 
aged System. A MAP can be instantiated by a Management Process, a Management Processor, a 275 
Service Processor or a Service Process. 276 

The MAP is responsible for: 277 

• Managing the Session between the MAP and the Client. The MAP is considered the end-278 
point for the transport protocol.  279 

• Interpreting the incoming protocol-specific messages and seeing that a response is trans-280 
mitted. 281 

• Returning protocol-specific output messages to the Client containing status and result 282 
data. 283 
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The MAP fulfils these responsibilities by utilizing components contained within the MAP. Note 284 
that the interface between the Managed Elements (ME) and the MAP is outside of the scope of 285 
DASH. The interfaces within the MAP are outside of the scope of DASH. 286 

The MAP contains the following major components, which are discussed in the following sec-287 
tions:  288 

• The Management Service Infrastructure, which provides management access to the in-289 
strumentation of the Managed Systems. 290 

• A Client Object Manager Adapter that adapts the WS-Management Messages into CIM 291 
operations that the Management Service Infrastructure can act upon.  292 

3.3.1 Management Service Infrastructure 293 
The Management Service Infrastructure is a logical entity that contains the core services set of 294 
the MAP that implement a CIM Server. It is primarily comprised of the functions described be-295 
low. 296 

3.3.1.1 CIMOM 297 
The Common Information Model Object Manager (CIMOM) represents the components of the 298 
Management Service Infrastructure that handles the interaction between the Client Object Man-299 
ager Adapter and the Providers. It supports services such as the Operation Invocation Engine and 300 
the Authentication, Authorization and Audit components. 301 

3.3.1.2 Operation Invocation Engine 302 
The Operation Invocation Engine is responsible for understanding the management requests and 303 
tracking the initiation, interim status and completion of operations resulting from those requests 304 
on Managed Elements. A major component of the Operation Invocation Engine is the Operation 305 
Queue. This is the queue of all of the operations submitted to the MAP. Operations are discussed 306 
in more detail in Section 4.1. 307 

3.3.1.3 Authentication, Authorization, Audit 308 

This entity is responsible for coordinating the authentication, authorization and auditing within 309 
the MAP. This includes coordination of transport session establishment, local account informa-310 
tion and the access permission required for MAP operations. It also is responsible for coordina-311 
tion of audit information of the operations and tasks taking place within the MAP. Note that this 312 
is a service internal to the MAP and interaction or coordination with any external service com-313 
ponents is outside the scope of this architecture. 314 

3.3.2 Client Object Manager Adapter 315 
This represents the collection of entities required to process the WS-Management messages and 316 
ensure responses are generated and, as required by the messages, interact with the Management 317 
Service Infrastructure to accomplish the requests and produce the information contained in the 318 
responses. It consists of the Transport Service and the Management Protocol Service. 319 

3.3.2.1 Transport Services 320 
This represents the transports and lower layer protocols over which the Management Protocol 321 
Service is carried. This includes transport session establishment, authorization, and authentica-322 
tion. 323 
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It also represents the entity which encrypts/decrypts the data stream. This happens as part of the 324 
transport mechanism in this architecture. The two defined transport services for DASH are HTTP 325 
[6] and HTTPS [7]. 326 

Note that the DASH Implementation Requirements Specification [2] is the definitive reference 327 
for requirements on the Transport Service.  328 

3.3.2.2 Management Protocol Service 329 
This represents the endpoint of the Management Protocol within the MAP. The Management 330 
Protocol for DASH is WS-Management. WS-Management messages will be received here and 331 
turned into internal operations within the MAP. This entity is responsible for receiving messages 332 
and transmitting responses which are compliant with the WS Management Specification [1].  333 

The interface between the Management Protocol Service and the Management Service Infra-334 
structure is implementation-dependent and thus the interface itself is out-of-scope of DASH. 335 

3.3.3 External Authentication, Authorization, Audit Service 336 
The External Authentication, Authorization, Audit Service represents the entity which estab-337 
lishes and coordinates the authentication, authorization and auditing information outside of the 338 
MAP. Examples of services that it may coordinate are keys, certificates, user accounts, pass-339 
words and privileges. The instantiation of any global Authentication, Authorization, Audit Ser-340 
vice is outside of the current scope of DASH. In addition, the interface between the MAP and the 341 
Security Service is outside of the current scope of the DASH. Note that this is distinct from the 342 
Authentication, Authorization, Audit component of the MAP itself since (see Section 3.3.1.3) it 343 
is an external service and not contained within the MAP. 344 

3.4 Managed System 345 

A Managed System is a collection of Managed Elements that comprise a Computer System for 346 
which the MAP has management responsibilities. The Managed System may sometimes be re-347 
ferred to as a host, node, system, or platform. Managed System types include desktop, work-348 
station, laptop, tablet, thin client, bladed, and virtual systems.  349 

One or more Managed Elements and/or Resources – or collections thereof – are managed by a 350 
single MAP. There may also be more than one Managed System within the domain of a MAP. 351 

Each Managed Element within the Managed System could contain subcomponents, sub-targets 352 
or resources within that individual Managed Element. 353 

3.4.1 Managed Element 354 
Managed Elements are the targets, components, resources, collections, physical or logical enti-355 
ties within a Managed System which the operations will manipulate. 356 

Direct interfaces for Managed Element access are outside of the scope of DASH. 357 
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4 Management Models 358 
This section contains the models which are useful in understanding DASH. 359 

4.1 Operation Model 360 

This section contains information relevant to operation handling within the MAP. It covers MAP 361 
responsibilities, operation handoff, queue depth issues, issues on multi-session support, operation 362 
visibility, communication between MAPs and resource handling. 363 

It is important to understand that in the MAP operation model, the term operation is often used. 364 
In CIM, operations correspond to property accesses using intrinsic methods and extrinsic method 365 
invocations. The reader should understand the class CIM_ConcreteJob (Core Schema), which 366 
can be used to make operations visible to management clients. 367 

4.1.1 MAP Responsibilities 368 
The Manageability Access Point (MAP) has several responsibilities to the Client. Some of these 369 
may appear intuitive to some readers, but for purposes of clarity they are included here. 370 

MAPs are responsible for managing the elements for which they claim responsibility. This does 371 
not imply that they will actually execute the method or modify the property included in the op-372 
eration, but MAPs are responsible for dispatching, tracking, ensuring the completion of, and de-373 
livering the results of the operation. 374 

The MAP is responsible for ensuring the message is syntactically correct. It may pass the parsing 375 
to one of its subcomponents or another system component, but it is the MAP that has the respon-376 
sibility for ensuring that the implementation complies with the protocol. 377 

The MAP is responsible for operation handling. It may delegate the actual operation but it is re-378 
sponsible for handling messages, turning them into jobs or operations, tracking operations and 379 
manipulating the operations (including completing, canceling, removing, or logging). 380 

The MAP is responsible for determining if the specified ME is in its scope. Operations which 381 
target MEs which are not within the MAP’s scope should result in the appropriate error syn-382 
drome. 383 

The MAP is responsible for determining if access to the ME is allowed. This includes, but is not 384 
limited to, authorization determination (to ensure that the user account and access right combina-385 
tion will allow access to the ME) and determination that the ME is in a state where the operation 386 
can be initiated. 387 

The MAP is also responsible for determining if the operation or property modification is valid 388 
for this Managed Element and if the operation or property modification is a valid request. It is 389 
the MAP’s responsibility to ensure that any such request takes place as indicated. The MAP en-390 
sures that the request is properly formed and conveyed, but relies on the feedback from the ME 391 
for the assessment of operation validity. 392 

4.2 Operation Handoff 393 

Operations within the MAP are not directly visible to the Client. The fact that they exist, are ini-394 
tiated, can be cancelled, can complete and can be deleted can be made visible by the implementa-395 
tion if it supports CIM_ConcreteJob, which is returned when a CIM method will complete asyn-396 
chronously. In addition, their status can be retrieved.  397 
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Operations can only be created using messages. The MAP exposes one and only one identifiable, 398 
traceable operation for any single, valid message. If an implementation spawns multiple activi-399 
ties in order to process a single message, then all of the activities are related to the message 400 
and/or single job identifier created when the operation was initiated and it is the responsibility of 401 
the MAP to track the multiple activities and relate them to the single message. 402 

When operations are modeled in CIM, they have identifiers. The CIM_ConcreteJob class is used 403 
to represent operations, so the identifier is that of a CIM_ConcreteJob instance. The term Job ID 404 
represents the identifier of that CIM_ConcreteJob instance. The status of the job can be retrieved 405 
with a command or message using the Job ID. The MAP keeps track of all active operations. 406 

When an operation modeled by CIM_ConcreteJob is complete, the properties of the instance of 407 
CIM_ConcreteJob determine if the instance persists or is immediately recycled. Specifically, the 408 
TimeBeforeRemoval property in CIM_ConcreteJob is used to determine the amount of time that 409 
the instance persists. 410 

Operations which result in a Job being spawned are able to handle a cancellation request. Some-411 
times the response to the cancellation will be an error, such as in the case of an operation that 412 
cannot be undone, an operation that has already taken place or that cannot be stopped part of the 413 
way through, such as turning the power off or resetting a system. 414 

The Client can then determine the status of the operation and whether or not the operation is 415 
complete. This can be done through a query operation on the operation queue using the Job ID. 416 
The operation queue can also be queried to find out the maximum operation queue depth, or if 417 
the queue is full. 418 

4.3 Operation Queue 419 

In the architecture, the MAP implements an Operation Service which logically contains an Op-420 
eration Queue. This is a FIFO queue which contains all of the operations to be processed within 421 
the MAP. All current sessions submit operations to this single queue. The MAP provides access 422 
to the capabilities of this queue and the profiles. The properties of the Operation Queue are ex-423 
pected to vary from implementation. 424 

Ordering is with respect to operation initiation and is implied by the queue. Ordering of opera-425 
tion initiation is guaranteed but no such guarantee is made on operation completion. 426 

The MAP’s operation queue depth varies from MAP to MAP. The minimum acceptable opera-427 
tion queue depth is equal to one operation or message. Some implementations may support mul-428 
tiple outstanding operations; others may not. Should the queue become full, the MAP is respon-429 
sible for communicating this resource constrained condition. 430 

Implementations that support asynchronous operation completion support the class 431 
CIM_ConcreteJob, which provides detailed information about the operation, including status. A 432 
reference to an instance of CIM_ConcreteJob is returned by a CIM method when it will complete 433 
asynchronously. A Client that receives such a reference can use it to query this information. 434 

4.4 Multi-session capabilities 435 

An important aspect of MAP operations management is to be able to support simultaneous man-436 
agement sessions through the MAP. Implementations are not required to support more than one 437 
session simultaneously. However, implementations are expected to exist that support many si-438 
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multaneous management sessions. Therefore, DASH supports multiple concurrent management 439 
sessions. 440 

The number of ports offered to transports from the Management Services Core for each protocol 441 
supported is one per transport supported. The MAP utilizes the error syndromes of the transport 442 
and subsequent layers when handling out of resource conditions (such as no more ports avail-443 
able), attempting to connect to the wrong port, or not supporting the requested transport. 444 

Another aspect of multi-session capabilities is the ability for operations to be visible independent 445 
of the transport that initiated them. This implies that there is one global operations (job) queue 446 
per MAP. The MAP is responsible for routing the results of operations to the appropriate session. 447 
But if the command or message spawns a job, then any session should be able to discover the 448 
details about the job in question, by querying the job using its ID. This is helpful for a number of 449 
reasons. For example, if an operation is spawned, the Client may disconnect and then query the 450 
status of that operation at a later time, provided the Client has retained or can discover the identi-451 
fier for that operation. 452 
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5 Protocol Support 453 

DASH uses a CIM-based data model for representing managed resources and services. The 454 
Management Services Infrastructure and protocols are used to exchange the management infor-455 
mation in a platform-independent and resource-neutral way. This is done by encapsulating CIM 456 
Operations in a Management Protocol, which (in turn) is encapsulated in a Transport Protocol. 457 
This section describes the management protocol and transport protocol selected by DASH. 458 

5.1 Management Protocol 459 

DASH supports the Web Services for Management Protocol, as defined in the WS-Management 460 
Specification [1], as the management protocol for transporting DASH messages. WS Manage-461 
ment is a specification of a core set of Web Services to expose a common set of system man-462 
agement operations. The specification comprises the abilities to: 463 

• Discover and navigate management resources. 464 

• Manipulate management resources (create, destroy, rename, get, put). 465 

• Enumerate the content of containers or collections (logs or tables). 466 

• Subscribe/unsubscribe to events. 467 

• Execute specific management methods. 468 

The WS-Management protocol stack for DASH is shown in Figure 3. The WS Management 469 
stack is based on the Web Services. The network and physical layers are the two bottommost 470 
layers in the stack. 471 

The transport layers that carry SOAP messages are next in the stack. These layers include TCP, 472 
which provides reliable, stream-oriented data transport; TLS, which provides various security 473 
attributes, and HTTP 1.1, which provides user authentication and request-response semantics. 474 
TCP and HTTP 1.1 are required by DASH. TLS support is conditional on support for security 475 
profiles that require it. Section 9 describes DASH security profiles in more detail. 476 

At the next layer, SOAP/XML messaging is handled. The security profiles specified in the 477 
DASH Implementation Requirements Specification [2] define the security mechanisms required. 478 
Above the SOAP/XML layer is the data transfer layer, which is based on multiple Web Services 479 
specifications. These are WS-transfer, WS-Enumeration, and WS-Eventing for transferring the 480 
management information. The top three layers represent the WS Management applications. The 481 
DASH profiles are mapped over the WS Management protocol stack using the WS Management 482 
CIM Binding [4] (which is defined in terms of WS-CIM [5]. 483 
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 484 

Figure 3 – DASH Protocol Stack 485 

WS-Management defines a default addressing model based on WS-Addressing. WS-Addressing 486 
defines a reference format using EndPointReference (EPR) that uses a ReferenceParameter field 487 
to identify specific elements (ResourceURI and SelectorSet). WS-Addressing is used to identify 488 
and access resources (CIM objects in the DASH Architecture).  489 

The three data transfer models used by WS-management are briefly described below: 490 
1. WS-Transfer: defines a mechanism for acquiring XML-based representations of entities. 491 

It defines the following resource operation using SOAP messages. 492 
a. Get: is used to fetch a one-time snapshot representation of a resource. 493 
b. Put: is used to update a resource by providing a replacement representation. 494 
c. Create: is used to create a resource and provide its initial representation. 495 
d. Delete: is used to delete a resource. 496 
e. WS-Management in addition defines the rename operation and fragment level transfer 497 

for fragment-level access of resources. 498 
2. WS-Enumeration: is a SOAP-based protocol for enumeration. Using this protocol, the 499 

data source can provide a session abstraction called the enumeration context. The con-500 
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sumer can then request XML element information over a span of one of more SOAP 501 
messages using the enumeration context. The enumeration context is represented as XML 502 
data. The following operations (defined as SOAP request/response messages) are sup-503 
ported using this model1: 504 
a. Enumerate: to initiate an enumeration and receive an enumeration context. 505 
b. Pull: to pull a sequence of elements of a resource. 506 
c. Release: to release an enumeration context (graceful). 507 

3. WS-Eventing: is a SOAP-based protocol for one web service to register interest and re-508 
ceive messages about events from another web service. The operations supported by WS-509 
Eventing include Subscribe, Renew, GetStatus, Unsubscribe, and SubscriptionEnd. WS-510 
management defines heartbeats as pseudo-events. WS-Management also defines a book-511 
mark mechanism for keeping a pointer to a location in the logical event stream. The de-512 
livery modes defined for events are: Push, Push with Acknowledgement (PushWithAck), 513 
Batched, and Pull. 514 

5.2 Transport Protocol 515 

The WS-Management protocol is transport-independent but it specifies HTTP 1.1 [6] and 516 
HTTPS [7] as the common transports for the interoperability.  517 

DASH uses HTTP 1.1 as the SOAP transport for WS-Management. HTTP 1.1 is consistent with 518 
existing transports used by the web servers and Web Services. HTTP 1.1 is widely supported, 519 
deployed, tested, and enhanced. HTTP provides 2-way authentication in the form of basic and 520 
digest authentication (RFC 2617) [8]. HTTP digest authentication exchanges are confidential, 521 
but HTTP does not provide general-purpose confidentiality. There is a well known SOAP bind-522 
ing for HTTP. Transport Layer Security (TLS) 1.0 (RFC 2246) [9] can be used to add encryp-523 
tion, message integrity, message origin authentication, and anti-replay services to HTTP-based 524 
communications. HTTPS supports HTTP communications over TLS [9]. 525 

5.3 WS-Management – CIM Binding 526 

The WS-Management CIM Binding specification defines the binding between the Web Services 527 
representation of CIM (defined in the WS-CIM Mapping Specification [5]) and WS-528 
Management. This binding encompasses: 529 

1. WS-Addressing based addressing to identify and access CIM objects that are accessed 530 
over the protocol. 531 

2. Retrieving and updating instances of a class using WS-Transfer. 532 

3. Enumerating instances of classes using WS-Enumeration. 533 

4. Invoking an extrinsic method using action URIs and messages. 534 

5. Performing generic operations using WS-Management equivalent operations. 535 
 536 

                                                 
1 The WS-Enumeration operations Renew, GetStatus, and EnumerationEnd are omitted here because their use is not 
recommended by the WS-Management specification. 
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6 Eventing 537 

This section provides an overview of the DASH eventing model. This model encompasses a 538 
definition of indications, methods for subscribing to and delivering indications, and a standard 539 
alert indication message format. 540 

DASH targets the use of WBEM-based event notification mechanisms in conjunction with 541 
greater standardization of event message content. Traditionally, Simple Network Management 542 
Protocol (SNMP) [10] network messages have been used to communicate event related informa-543 
tion from the Managed System to a listener console or application. With the advent of CIM-544 
based management interfaces, more robust event delivery and more granular control of event 545 
message traffic is enabled. The DASH Implementation Requirements Specification [2], in con-546 
junction with WS-Management [1], WS-Management CIM Bindings [4], Profiles and related 547 
Message Registry specifications, defines a new level of Web Services based event management 548 
and notification. 549 

6.1 Eventing Overview 550 

The CIM model contains indication class designs that represent events (described below). The 551 
DASH approach to event management combines the WS-Eventing event subscription model, 552 
specific requirements for generating indications and a standardization of alert indication message 553 
content. Figure 4 provides an example of the sequence of activities that take place when instru-554 
mentation generates an indication filter, an application subscribes to the indication filter and the 555 
instrumentation generates an indication based on an underlying event. 556 

557 

Figure 4 – Indication Activity Diagram 558 
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The first sequence of events in Figure 4 provides an example of how instrumentation indicates 559 
that it would make a filter available. In step 1, the provider has a static description of at least one 560 
IndicationFilter, for which support was probably created when the provider was developed. In 561 
step 2, the provider indicates to the CIMOM that it has an Indication Filter by registering the In-562 
dicationFilter with the CIMOM. Now the CIMOM adds this information into the repository. 563 

When a WS-Management based Client subscribes to an indication, it sends a WS-Management 564 
Subscribe message to the implementation (step 3). The WS-Management service, in turn, creates 565 
the ListenerDestination and IndicationSubscription instances in the CIMOM (steps 4 and 5) to 566 
represent the client and creates the appropriate associations. This information is then returned to 567 
the Client in the SubscribeResponse message (step 6). 568 

When an event occurs (step 7), the instrumentation has the responsibility of communicating the 569 
event to applications that have subscribed to that particular information. The WS-Eventing ap-570 
proach to communicating event information involves generating an instance of the appropriate 571 
CIM Indication Class and sending the instance information, along with other information, as the 572 
payload of an event delivery message to subscribing listeners. Specifics of the CIM to event de-573 
livery message mapping are defined in the WS-Management CIM Binding specification [4]. A 574 
synopsis of that process is as follows: when an event occurs (step 7), the provider sends the 575 
AlertIndication to the CIMOM (step 8). Then one of the implementation components correlates 576 
the AlertIndication from the provider with the IndicationFilter from the Client (step 9). Then the 577 
CIMOM sends the AlertIndication to the WS-Management Service (step 10). The service then 578 
pushes the Event (step 12) to the Client, which acknowledges the message (step 13) resulting in 579 
the Indication buffer being released (step 14). Note that the instance of the indication will be 580 
buffered for a finite amount of time by the MAP, implying that the Client should acknowledge 581 
the receipt of the message in an expedient fashion. Future versions of DASH may also use life 582 
cycle indications to convey other observations for an event. 583 

6.2 Alert Indications 584 

The content of an Alert Indication consists of a Message ID/string oriented class design. The 585 
content includes a reference pointing to the alerting Managed Element and support for specifying 586 
recommended actions. The content includes a Message ID, which correlates to a Message Regis-587 
try entry. The content may also other identifying information in the form of MessageArgs. These 588 
will be indicated in the Message Registry as well. Note that the underlying event and its data 589 
may or may not be modeled in the CIM class hierarchy representing the managed system.  590 

6.3 CIM Modeling of Events 591 

The CIM event notification model is a subscription-based approach to configuring event indica-592 
tion delivery. The MAP represents the subscription, listener destination and event filters as de-593 
fined in DSP1054 – Indications Profile [11]. Figure 5 represents the actions and resultant repre-594 
sentation of an event indication subscription. For a detailed explanation of the classes, please re-595 
fer to DSP1054 – Indications Profile [11]. 596 
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Figure 5 – Event Indication Subscription 598 

6.4 Standardized Message Content 599 

In order to foster greater interoperability between different implementations of management in-600 
strumentation and the applications that subscribe for and receive events, a set of standardized 601 
event message content has been defined. The event message content is specified in XML docu-602 
ments according to the DMTF Message Registry Schema. Message Registry entries consist of 603 
definitions for a message ID, message string, message arguments, perceived severity, and defin-604 
ing organization. Each Message in a registry represents a particular event type. DASH 1.1 uses 605 
message registries for the Message IDs, perceived Severity and interpretations of MessageArgs 606 
for each MessageID. 607 
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7 Profiles 608 

This section discusses the topics of profiles. A brief overview of the purpose of profiles is in-609 
cluded. Profiles specify standard support for manageability features, the list of which is in Sec-610 
tion 7.2. The autonomous and component profiles are listed in the DASH Implementation Re-611 
quirements Specification [2], but have been listed for convenience in Section 7.3. 612 

7.1 Overview 613 

DMTF profiles provide the object model definitions for manageability content and architecture 614 
models for mapping computer hardware to Common Information Model (CIM) object classes in 615 
a way that is consistent between different implementations. These autonomous and component 616 
profiles combine to ensure that individual implementations will contain the same object informa-617 
tion as appropriate based on their hardware configuration and the elements they manage. 618 

Autonomous and component profiles describe the classes and associations that are used to model 619 
a target desktop or mobile system and its manageable elements for DASH. These profiles com-620 
bine to ensure that all CIM representations of the system are implemented in a consistent fashion 621 
across multiple vendor offerings and architectures. The profiles lay out the standard CIM-based 622 
modeling approaches defined for managed system elements. Profiles include object and associa-623 
tion behavioral definitions that specify how system components are to be modeled in order to 624 
produce consistent implementations. Another benefit of profiles is that they effectively prune the 625 
many classes, associations, methods and properties in the CIM Schema to a base consensus 626 
model. 627 

The use of the categories of "Mandatory", “Conditional” and "Optional" for classes, associations, 628 
properties and methods draws the distinction, both for the Manageability Access Point (MAP) 629 
Web Services implementation and the Client, as to what must be supported and what can be ex-630 
pected with respect to interoperability. This results in not only consistent implementations but 631 
sets expectations on the levels of support within the industry. 632 

7.2 DMWG Targeted Manageability Features 633 

The following is the list of manageability features targeted in the 1.1 version of the DASH Im-634 
plementation Requirements Specification [2]. These features are represented by using the pro-635 
files listed in Section 7.3. 636 

• Power Control 637 

• Boot Control 638 

• WS-Eventing Push Indications  639 

• Correlatable System ID  640 

• Software inventory 641 

• Hardware inventory 642 

− Chassis model/serial, CPU, Memory, Fan, Power Supply, Sensor 643 

• User account management 644 

• Redirection 645 
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• Text console redirection, USB redirection, Media redirection, and KVM redirec-646 
tion 647 

• BIOS management 648 

• Opaque data management or offline mailbox 649 

• Software/firmware installation/update 650 

• NIC Management 651 

7.3 DASH 1.1 Profiles 652 

This section contains the list of autonomous and component profiles in the DASH Implementa-653 
tion Requirements Specification [2]. They have been listed for convenience in this section along 654 
with a description. 655 
Profile Name Description Manageability Feature 
Base Desktop Mobile  Autonomous profile for describing desktop or 

mobile systems 
Hardware Inventory, Correlatable Sys-
tem ID 

Physical Asset Physical component, chassis, card, FRU rep-
resentation 

Hardware Inventory 

Boot Control Boot sequence representation and configura-
tion 

Boot Control 

Power State Manage-
ment  

System power state representation and control Power Control 

Software Inventory Representation of software/firmware identifica-
tion and version information 

Firmware Version Information 

CPU Processor representation and configuration 
System Memory  System memory representation 
Fan Fan status and component representation 
Power Supply  Power supply status and component represen-

tation 
Sensor Sensor status and component representation 

Hardware Inventory 

Role Based Authoriza-
tion 

Role and privilege representation and man-
agement 

Simple Identity Man-
agement 

User identity representation and management 

User Account Management 

Indications Subscription, listener destination, event filter 
and indication representation and manage-
ment 

WS-Eventing Push Indications (func-
tionally equivalent to PET alerts) 

Battery Battery status and component representation Hardware Inventory 
BIOS Management BIOS configuration and control BIOS Management 
DHCP Client DHCP client configuration and control 
DNS Client DNS client configuration and control 
Host LAN Network Port Network port/LAN configuration and control 
Ethernet Port Ethernet port configuration and control 
IP Interface IP Interface configuration and control 

NIC Management 

OS Status OS representation and management  
Opaque Management 
Data 

Opaque data representation and management Opaque data management or offline 
mailbox 

Software Update Software/firmware installation and update Software/firmware installation and up-
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date 
KVM Redirection KVM (Keyboard, Video &  Mouse) console 

redirections management 
Media Redirection Media redirections management 
Text Console Redirec-
tion 

Text console redirections management 

USB Redirection USB redirections management 

Redirection 

                                                                                                                                                                                           656 
 657 
 658 
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8 Discovery  659 

8.1 Discovery Overview 660 

Management clients make use of a variety of discoverable information about managed systems. 661 
These pieces of information are typically accumulated across multiple discovery stages. The fol-662 
lowing is a list of stages involved in discovering managed systems and their management capa-663 
bilities: 664 

1. Network Endpoint Discovery Stage 665 

2. Management Access Point Discovery Stage 666 

3. Management Capabilities Discovery Stage 667 

Each of these stages is described in more detail in this section. 668 

8.2 Network Endpoint Discovery Stage 669 

A Client may enumerate the participants in a network by finding the endpoints based upon net-670 
work layer. When done, this step provides a list of network addresses for use in subsequent 671 
phases.  672 

Because it is supported by all IP network stacks, ICMP Echo Request/Reply is one of the more 673 
common methods of network endpoint discovery. 674 

DASH mandates that implementations support these methods. They are critical in discovering 675 
DASH Management Access Points (MAPs). 676 

8.3 Management Access Point (MAP) Discovery Stage 677 

The MAP discovery phase involves discovering DASH MAPs in managed systems. It can be 678 
done either pursuant to or in lieu of network endpoint discovery. 679 

DASH-compliant MAPs support the following two-phase process for MAP discovery: 680 

Phase 1: RMCP Presence Ping/Pong. This provides information about the management pro-681 
tocol(s) supported by the MAP. This can be done in a unicast, broadcast, or multicast fash-682 
ion, as described below. 683 

Phase 2: WS-Management Identify Method. This method provides detailed information 684 
about the WS-Management service, but it assumes a priori knowledge of the MAP’s network 685 
address, and hence is not sufficient in and of itself as a discovery mechanism. 686 

These steps are summarized in Figure 6 and described in more detail below. 687 
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 688 

Figure 6 –Two-Phase Management Access Point Discovery 689 

8.3.1 RMCP Presence Ping/Pong 690 
Presence Ping is an RMCP command defined in ASF [12]. It involves a request-response mes-691 
sage exchange initiated by a management client (Ping) and completed by a management service 692 
(Pong). 693 

DASH implementations support this command on the asf-rmcp well-known UDP port (623). 694 
Support of Presence Ping/Pong on the asf-secure-rmcp well-known UDP port (664) is not rec-695 
ommended for a DASH implementation discovery. 696 

The DASH Implementation Requirements Specification [2] defines the ports used for the 697 
Ping/Pong for phase 1 discovery. It also indicates the exact format of the Pong to determine if the 698 
endpoint supports an out-of-band2 WS-Management service. An existing bit in the Supported 699 
Entities Field identifies support of ASF [12]. One of the key advantages of this method is that it 700 
can be used in a heterogeneous environment to discover multiple types of management services. 701 

Because the Presence Ping command is sent to a UDP port, it can be sent to broadcast and multi-702 
cast addresses as well as unicast addresses. The RMCP Presence Ping/Pong supports the follow-703 
ing models: 704 

                                                 
2 The network endpoint may also support an in-band WS-Management service. Because the RMCP port was defined 
to describe out-of-band management services, it is not used to advertise support for in-band services.  
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1. Broadcast – A single Presence Ping message is sent to either the local or a network-705 
directed broadcast address. All network endpoints that support RMCP Presence 706 
Ping/Pong respond with a Presence Pong message. Enterprise network policy may limit 707 
the applicability of this approach, in which case, one of the other methods should be used. 708 
Network-directed broadcast in particular is frequently disabled in enterprise networks. 709 

2. Unicast sweep – A separate Presence Ping message is sent to each IP address in a range 710 
of IP addresses. Each network endpoint that supports RMCP Presence Ping/Pong re-711 
sponds with a Presence Pong message. This approach should always be coordinated with 712 
any enterprise security policies designed to prevent Denial of Service (DoS) and other at-713 
tacks that exhibit similar behavior. 714 

3. Multicast – A single Presence Ping message is sent to a multicast group address. All net-715 
work endpoints in the group that support RMCP Presence Ping/Pong respond with a 716 
Presence Pong message. The group may be defined expressly for discovery purposes, or 717 
may be more general-purpose in nature. The routers in the enterprise network need to 718 
have multicast delivery enabled, and the group needs to be established and managed. 719 

8.3.2 WS-Management Identify Method 720 
The Identify method is defined in WS-Management [1]. If Phase 1 indicates that the network 721 
endpoint supports an out-of-band WS-Management service, the management client can subse-722 
quently send the Identify message to the DMTF registered TCP port to learn the protocol version, 723 
the product vendor, and product version of the service. These are provided in the IdentifyRe-724 
sponse message in the wsmid:ProtocolVersion, wsmid:ProductVendor, and 725 
wsmid:ProductVersion elements, respectively. 726 

A DASH MAP supports the Identify method on each registered access port that it supports. See 727 
the DASH Implementation Requirements Specification [2] regarding DMWG registered access 728 
ports. 729 

DASH defines extension elements as children of the IdentifyResponse element in addition to the 730 
child element defined in WS-Management [1]. For details of these elements, see the DASH Im-731 
plementation Requirements Specification [2]. 732 

8.3.3 Enumeration of Management Capabilities Stage 733 
The DMTF Profiles Registration Profile [13] specifies methods for enumerating the management 734 
capabilities of a CIM-based management access point in a scalable manner. DASH Implementa-735 
tions support the Profile Registration Profile and therefore provide a mechanism for enumerating 736 
the set of related management capabilities that is independent of the number of CIM instances 737 
supported by the management access point. 738 
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9 Security 739 

Security is very important for systems management operations. DASH defines several aspects of 740 
security including transport level security, roles and authorizations, user account management, 741 
and authentication mechanisms. The transport level security provides machine-level authentica-742 
tion and encryption of payloads contained within the transport messages. The user-level authen-743 
tication and authorization mechanisms provide the second level of authentication and authoriza-744 
tions for operations allowed for the specific roles.  745 

9.1 Transport Considerations 746 

DASH requires HTTP 1.1 [6] as the transport for the management protocol WS-Management 747 
[1]. The security at the transport or network layer provides the message integrity, data origin au-748 
thentication, and encryption of transport messages. The transport or network layer security 749 
mechanisms protect the management protocol messages, management operations, and CIM-750 
based resources/data accessed using the management protocol. DASH defines two classes of se-751 
curity as described below for security at the transport layer and layers below it. 752 

DASH defines two security classes for HTTP 1.1 transport. 753 

1. Class A: The security class A requires HTTP digest authentication for the user authenti-754 
cation. For this class, no encryption capabilities are required.  755 

2. Class B: This class defines three security profiles that are based on either TLS or IPsec 756 
with specifically selected modes and cryptographic algorithms. For the class B compli-757 
ance, the support for at least one the security profiles below is required. The definitions 758 
of the three security profiles defined for class B are as below. 759 

a. HTTP_TLS_1: For this security profile, TLS 1.0 is required for both authentication 760 
and encryption. This profile provides two-level authentication and encryption capa-761 
bilities. The user-level authentication is provided by the HTTP digest authentication. 762 
The machine-level authentication is provided by the TLS server and client certificates 763 
(X.509 based) where the implementation of the client certification is optional. The 764 
encryption capabilities are provided by TLS 1.0. The required cipher suite for this se-765 
curity profile is TLS_RSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA. 766 

b. HTTP_TLS_2: For this security profile, TLS 1.0 is required for both authentication 767 
and encryption. This profile is based on providing two-level authentication and en-768 
cryption capabilities. The user-level authentication is provided by the HTTP basic au-769 
thentication. The machine-level authentication is provided by the TLS server and cli-770 
ent certificates (X.509 based) where the implementation of the client certification is 771 
optional. The encryption capabilities are provided by TLS 1.0. The required cipher 772 
suite for this security profile is TLS_RSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA. The only 773 
difference between HTTP_TLS_1 and HTTP_TLS_2 is the mechanism used for user 774 
authentication (HTTP digest authentication for HTTP_TLS_1 security profile and 775 
HTTP basic authentication for HTTP_TLS_2 security profile). For HTTP_TLS_2 se-776 
curity profile, HTTP basic authentication used in conjunction with TLS avoids the 777 
transmission of credentials in clear text. 778 

c. HTTP_IPSEC: This security profile is based on combining HTTP 1.1 over IPsec with 779 
the HTTP digest authentication. The user-level authentication is provided by the 780 
HTTP digest authentication. While, the machine-level authentication and encryption 781 
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is provided at the IPsec layer below the transport layer. For this security profile, IPsec 782 
ESP transport mode is required. This security profile requires the implementation of 783 
one of the cipher suites mentioned below: 784 

i. AES-GCM (key size: 128 bits, ICV or Digest length: 16 bytes) 785 

ii. AES-CBC (Key size: 128 bits) with HMAC-SHA1-96 786 

A DASH implementation is required to support at least one of the above security classes. It is 787 
recommended that a DASH implementation be Class B compliant for privacy/confidentiality and 788 
additional security. 789 

9.2 Roles and Authorization 790 

The access control for the managed resources and management operations is an important aspect 791 
of the secure management for DASH. The authorization and access control is based on the roles 792 
assigned and privileges associated with the user accounts. 793 

DASH defines the following operational roles. 794 

1. Read-Only User. This is a role that allows a user to only perform query and read opera-795 
tions on the managed elements. The read-only user is not allowed to modify 796 
data/properties, settings, and setting data. For the managed elements and objects, the 797 
read-only user can neither change the state of the managed elements/objects nor cre-798 
ate/delete object instances or properties. The read-only user can not perform user account 799 
management. 800 

2. Operator. This is a role that allows a user to perform read, write, and execute operations 801 
on the managed elements. An operator is allowed to change data/properties, settings, and 802 
setting data as well as change the state of the managed elements. The operator is not al-803 
lowed to create/delete object instances or properties through direct manipulation of object 804 
instances or properties. Another restriction that applies to an operator role is the inability 805 
to perform user account management. 806 

3. Administrator. This role is a superset of operator role with the additional capability to 807 
create/delete object instances or properties and perform user account management. Simi-808 
lar to a user with the operator role, a user with the administrator role is allowed to per-809 
form read, write, and execute operations; change data/properties, settings, and setting 810 
data; and change state of the managed elements. The administrator can perform user ac-811 
count management (create/delete/modify user accounts) if supported by the implementa-812 
tion. 813 

A DASH compliant service is required to support the administrator role. In addition, an imple-814 
mentation may support the operator and/or read-only user roles. DASH does not define any func-815 
tionality-based roles but an implementation is free to support them. Also, DASH does not require 816 
a separate role for auditing the DASH operations. 817 

9.3 User Account Management 818 

The user account management is another important security aspect of the DASH architecture. 819 
The authentication and authorization mechanisms are tied with the user account management. 820 
DASH supports one or two-levels of authentications. The authorization model supported by 821 
DASH is role based. 822 
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Each user has the ability to modify his or her credentials. But only the administrator is allowed to 823 
perform account management for all users. The following are the operations supported for user 824 
account management. 825 

1. Create an account 826 

2. Delete an account 827 

3. Enable an account 828 

4. Disable an account 829 

5. Modify the privileges of an account 830 

6. Modify password of an account 831 

7. Change the role of an account 832 

8. Create a group of accounts 833 

9. Delete a group of accounts 834 

10. Add an account to a group 835 

11. Remove an account from a group 836 

12. Change the role of a group 837 

13. Modify the privileges of a group 838 

The modifications of privileges covers the changing of bindings between accounts/groups and 839 
roles. The privileges defined for DASH are static privileges. In other words, the bindings of 840 
privileges to roles can not be changed dynamically. For the administrator role, the following 841 
minimum set of operations is required to be supported for the user account management. 842 

1. Create an account 843 

2. Delete an account 844 

3. Change the associations of roles and accounts 845 

9.4 Authentication Mechanisms 846 

The three different types of authentication mechanisms considered are: 847 

1. Machine-level authentication. This is used to authenticate the machine that is accessing 848 
the service. The machine-level authentication uses machine-level credentials (keys, cer-849 
tificates..) for the authentication. The machine-level authentication does not authenticate 850 
a particular user or a user session. 851 

2. User-level authentication. This is used to authenticate a particular user. It is typically 852 
based on the usernames/passwords and it may involve a third-party which provides an 853 
identity for the user. User-level authentication is performed on a per operation basis. 854 
However, this authentication is typically visible to the user only on the first operation; the 855 
user’s credentials are cached for use in subsequent operations. 856 

3. Third-party authentication. This is typically an out-of-band authentication mechanism 857 
where the third-party is used to verify the user credentials. The credentials used for the 858 
authentication are issued by the third-party (like a certificate authority). The user pro-859 
vides these credentials during the authentication process. The third-party is involved in 860 
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authenticating a user (third-party verifies user credentials). Typically, the third-party au-861 
thentication is performed using a separate channel and it does not involve the managed 862 
system. Typically, the authentication is asserted in the credential and the MAP authenti-863 
cates the credential. 864 

DASH requires user-level authentication support at minimum. The machine-level authentication 865 
is optional. Note: If class B security compliance is needed, then the machine-level authentication 866 
is required for the defined security profiles. The third-party authentication is optional. So, any 867 
configuration for third-party authentication happens outside of the CIM profiles defined in 868 
DMWG. But, the identity can be incorporated in the model. A DASH implementation can 869 
choose to support multiple levels of authentication. 870 

9.5 Authorization 871 

DASH uses a role-based authorization model. The scope of the authorization is within an authen-872 
ticated session. For a TLS session, the HTTP digest authentication may happen multiple times 873 
within a session. Each operation performed by the user is authorized prior to the execution of the 874 
operation. An unauthorized operation (the operation which fails the authorization) does not 875 
change any state or data of the managed resources. 876 
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10 Use Cases 877 

These Use Cases describe representative common tasks that can be performed using DASH 1.1. 878 

10.1 User Accesses the DASH Service as an Administrator 879 

The user presents credentials to the DASH service using one of the DASH-mandated WS-880 
Management mechanisms. Whether the credentials allow him to use the service as an administra-881 
tor depends on steps taken earlier to establish an association between the instance of 882 
CIM_Identity that corresponds to the credentials and the instance of CIM_Role that corresponds 883 
to the Administrator role. Use cases for establishing identities, roles and privileges are described 884 
in DSP1039 (Role Based Authorization Profile). DASH-specific values for the authorization 885 
classes are described in <DASH Wrapper Spec>. A general discussion of authentication and au-886 
thorization in DASH is found in section 9 above. Note that DASH 1.1-compliant services are not 887 
required to implement the Role Based Authorization Profile. 888 

10.2 Client discovers the capabilities of the DASH Service 889 

There are three sets of discoverable capabilities in DASH 1.1.  890 

The first is simply whether there is a DASH service at a particular network endpoint. This can be 891 
done using the RMCP Presence Ping mechanism described in section 8.3.1 above. 892 

The second is the set of capabilities advertised in the response to a WS-Identity query. 893 
The WS-Identity query is described in the WS-Management specification; DASH-specific capa-894 
bilities are described in detail in <DASH Wrapper Spec>.  895 

A general discussion of DASH discovery is found in section 8 above. 896 

A third set of capabilities discoverable in DASH 1.1 is the list of supported profiles. The Profile 897 
Registration Profile (DSP1033) describes how to find the Profiles that are supported in an im-898 
plementation. The “Scoping Class” described in the Profile Registration Profile is 899 
CIM_ComputerSystem for the DMTF Service. The “Central Class” is also 900 
CIM_ComputerSystem, so either the Scoping Class Methodology or the Central Class Method-901 
ology may be used to find the list of supported profiles. 902 

10.3 PC Needs to be woken up remotely on a wired network 903 

PCs that have Wake On LAN configured will awake on receipt of the Magic Packet. DASH pro-904 
vides a similar capability through the Out Of Band DASH Service. An administrator, using a 905 
SOAP client program which perhaps has been extended for DASH, formulates a query to locate 906 
the computer systems at a Management Access Point accessible through a WS-Management Ser-907 
vice transport address. If the target computer is located, the Administrator fetches the associated 908 
CIM_PowerManagementCapabilities instance, and examines the PowerChangeCapabilities and 909 
property. 910 

If the computer supports setting its enabled state to 2 (enabled), the Administrator executes the 911 
extrinsic method RequestStateChange() on the computer instance.  912 
Step Actor Action Notes 
1 Client Locate the target instance of CIM_ComputerSystem See Base Desktop 

Mobile Profile 
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Step Actor Action Notes 
2 Client Navigate from the target instance of CIM_ComputerSystem to the instance 

of CIM_PowerManagementService using the CIM_AssociatedPowerMan-
agementService association.  

See Power State 
Management Pro-
file 

3 Client Using the instance of CIM_PowerManagementService, navigate to the in-
stance of CIM_PowerManagementCapabilities through the CIM_Element-
Capabilities association. 

Ditto 

4 Client If the PowerChangeCapabilities property array contains the value 3 (Power 
State Settable) and PowerStatesSupported contains the value 0 (On), then 
waking the computer is supported by the MAP. 

Ditto 

5 Client Invoke the RequestPowerStateChange( ) method of the instance of 
CIM_PowerManagementService with the PowerState argument set to 2 
(Power On). 

Ditto 

4 DASH 
Service 

Using internal interfaces, effect the requested state change and return the 
appropriate response to the Client. 

 

5 Client Examine the returned values to determine if the PC was woken.  

10.4 PC needs to be woken up remotely on a wireless network 913 

Wake On LAN is not commonly implemented on wireless NICs because of the power require-914 
ments of keeping the radio on, but some systems can be configured to periodically wake up and 915 
listen for traffic on the wireless connections. While the wireless NIC is powered, the DASH Ser-916 
vice can act as described in use case 10.3. 917 

10.5 PC will not boot 918 

An administrator can be notified of a PC boot failure if he subscribes to these alert indications: 919 
MessageID Event 
20 Preboot User password violation 
23 Network Boot password violation 
175 No Bootable Media 
176 Non-bootable Media 
177 PXE Server Not Found 
178 User-timeout on boot 

In DASH 1.1 can expose the following capabilities to help an administrator diagnose the prob-920 
lem and fix it remotely:  921 

• Examine the Boot Control settings to see if the boot parameters, including boot source, 922 
are correct. 923 

• Examine the Software Inventory to make sure there is an appropriate BIOS installed. If 924 
the installation tracks it, this can also be used to check that there is an OS locally in-925 
stalled. 926 

• Examine the Physical Asset inventory. 927 

• Check to see that the CPUs and memory are recognized as present and are compatible. 928 

• Make sure that the system environmentals and power will allow a boot. 929 

• Examine a record of indications sent from the PC if it ever was operational. 930 
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• Set the boot source to a different image using the Boot Control settings. Note: In DASH 931 
1.1, the boot configuration can be changed using three different profiles: boot control, 932 
text console redirection, and BIOS management. The boot control profile is the preferred 933 
profile for the boot configuration changes. 934 

• Reset the system. 935 

10.6 PC will boot, but OS hangs 936 

An administrator can be notified when an OS fails to load by subscribing to indication message 937 
178 (User Timeout on Boot). 938 

The administrator has all the same tools and capabilities available to diagnose OS hangs as he 939 
does to investigate boot failures (see section 10.5). In addition, OS-managed log records may 940 
also be accessible. 941 

10.7 Query PC assets while OS hung or absent 942 

An administrator can query the DASH service for information about Software assets. 943 

Depending on the implementation, some information that is available when the OS is running 944 
may not be available while an OS is absent. A number of use cases are described in detail in the 945 
Software Inventory Profile, but the following steps will return all available software information. 946 
Step Actor Action Notes 
1 Client Locate the target instance of CIM_ComputerSystem See Base 

Desktop 
Mobile Pro-
file 

2 Client Locate the packaging of the Computer by following the ComputerSystemPackage 
association.  

See Soft-
ware Inven-
tory Profile 

3 Client Find each instance of CIM_SoftwareIdentity associated through the 
CIM_InstalledSoftwareIdentity association. Each instance represents a piece of soft-
ware or firmware installed on the computer. To find all software whether or not it is 
installed, get the instance associated with the computer through the 
CIM_ElementSoftwareIdentity association. 

Ditto 

4 Client To find information about the software, get properties like 
CIM_SoftwareIdentity.Name 
CIM_SoftwareIdentity.MajorVersion 
CIM_SoftwareIdentity.MinorVersion 
Etc. 

Ditto 

5 Client Examine the returned values to determine if the FRU data was successfully retrieved.  

The administrator can also get hardware information from the DASH Service. The following 947 
steps allow him to get FRU information about the system chassis: 948 
Step Actor Action Notes 
1 Client Locate the target instance of CIM_ComputerSystem See Base 

Desktop Mo-
bile Profile 

2 Client Locate the packaging of the Computer by following the ComputerSystemPackage 
association. The Platform GUID is a property of this association. 

See Physical 
Asset Profile 

3 Client To find if FRU information is available for the packaging, follow the ElementCapabili- Ditto 
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ties of the package to its CIM_PhysicalAssetCapabilities instance. If 
CIM_PhysicalAssetCapabilities.FRUInfo is “TRUE”, then there is some FRU infor-
mation. 

4 Client To find FRU information, get properties like 
CIM_PhysicalPackage.PartNumber 
CIM_PhysicalPackage.SeralNumber 
CIM_PhysicalPackage.Model 
etc. 

Ditto 

5 Client Examine the returned values to determine if the FRU data was successfully re-
trieved. 

 

These steps allow the administrator to get FRU information about other devices: 949 
Step Actor Action Notes 
1 Client Locate the target instance of CIM_ComputerSystem See Base 

Desktop Mo-
bile Profile 

2 Client Follow the SystemDevice associations of the computer until the desired device is 
found 

See Physical 
Asset Profile 

3 Client Follow the Realizes association of the device to locate the instance of 
CIM_PhysicalPackage that describes its physical aspects. 

Ditto 

4 Client Follow the ElementCapabilities association of the PhysicalPackage to an instance 
if CIM_Capablities. If CIM_Capabilities.FRUInto is “TRUE”, then there is some 
FRU information 

Ditto 

5 Client To find FRU information, get properties like 
CIM_PhysicalPackage.PartNumber 
CIM_PhysicalPackage.SeralNumber 
CIM_PhysicalPackage.Model 
etc. 

Ditto 

6 Client Examine the returned values to determine if the FRU data was successfully re-
trieved. 

 

10.8 Detect overheat or a broken fan 950 

An administrator who wants to be notified of events such as fan failures and high temperatures 951 
on DASH-enabled computers will use WS-Eventing support in DASH to subscribe to alert indi-952 
cations issued by the DASH infrastructure. After locating the target computer, the administrator 953 
creates a WS-Management Subscribe message. As illustrated in [1], the Subscribe message com-954 
bines the WS-Management Subscribe Action; an End Point URI representing the computer or 955 
perhaps the CIM_NumericSensor class; and a filter that identifies the events of interest. If the 956 
administrator’s SOAP client is capable of receiving WS-Eventing messages, the target DASH 957 
implementation will send indication alerts to it as triggering events occur. 958 
Step Actor Action Notes 
1 Client Locate the target instance of CIM_ComputerSystem See Base 

Desktop Mo-
bile Profile 

2 Client Subscribe to threshold events using the Endpoint URI and filter as described in 
<DASH Wrapper Spec>. 

See Sensor 
Profile 

3 DASH 
Service 

Watch for events that trigger the indications specified by the EPR and filter. 
Send matching alert indications to the SOAP end point specified in the sub-
scription. 
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4 Client Take action as appropriate. This may be to gather more information or to shut 
down the computer where the event occurred. 

Ditto 

10.9 Query health sensors for overheat or a broken fan 959 

To find all the fan and temperature sensors in the computer and determine which indicate a prob-960 
lem, an administrator uses a DASH-enabled SOAP client to find the target computer instance, 961 
then find and examine the fan sensors. If only a single sensor or a small number of known sen-962 
sors are suspect, the administrator might request each of them by name. 963 
Step Actor Action Notes 
1 Client Locate the target instance of CIM_ComputerSystem See Base 

Desktop Mo-
bile Profile 

2 Client Locate each fan speed sensor by finding all the instances of class 
CIM_NumericSensor associated with the Computer through the SystemDevice as-
sociation where CIM_NumericSensor.SensorType=”Tachometer”. 

See the Sen-
sor Profile 

3 Client To find the state of the sensor (and by implication the state of the fan), examine 
CIM_NumericSensor.CurrentState. If the state is not “OK”, take appropriate action. 

Ditto 

4 Client Examine the returned values to determine if the query operations worked.  

10.10 Detect chassis intrusion 964 

The steps in this use case are the same as in section 10.8, except that the Administrator will 965 
watch for these alert indication messages: 966 
MessageID Event 
1 Chassis Open 
3 Drive Bay Open 
6 I/O Card Area Open 
8 Processor Area Open 
14 Fan Area Open 

10.11 Add, Remove or Edit a DASH Service User remotely. 967 

DASH 1.1-compliant services are required to implement user account management.  968 

An Administrator adds an account in this way: 969 
Step Actor Action Notes 
1 Client Locate the target instance of CIM_ComputerSystem See Base Desktop 

Mobile Profile 
2 Client Find an instance of CIM_AccountManagementService associated with the 

computer instance through CIM_HostedService. If there is no such instance, 
user management is not implemented. 

See the Simple Iden-
tity Management 
Profile 

3 Client Find an instance of CIM_AccountManagementCapabilities associated with 
the service through CIM_ElementCapabilties 

Ditto 

4 Client Examine the value of the OperationsSupported property. If it contains the 
value 2(Create), then adding a user is supported. 

Ditto 

5 Client Create a template instance of CIM_Account Ditto 
6 Client Execute the CreateAccount() method of the service Ditto 

To remove an account, follow the first three steps above, then 970 
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Step Actor Action Notes 
4 Client Examine the value of the OperationsSupported property. If it contains 

the value 4 (Delete), then removing a user is supported. 
See the Simple Identity 
Management Profile 

5 Client Execute the DeleteInstance intrinsic operation specifying the instance 
of CIM_Account corresponding to the user. 

Ditto 

10.12 Install System Firmware  971 
 972 
The table below describes a use case of installing system firmware (or BIOS) on a system. The 973 
software update profile is used for installing the system firmware on the computer system. The 974 
software inventory profile is then used to query the installed version of the system firmware. 975 
 976 
Step Actor Action Notes 
1 Client Locate the target instance of CIM_ComputerSystem See Base Desktop 

Mobile Profile 
2 Client Find an instance of CIM_SoftwareInstallationService associated with the 

CIM_ComputerSystem instance through CIM_HostedService. If there is no 
such instance, then software installation service is not implemented. 

See Software Up-
date Profile 

3 Client Find an instance of CIM_ SoftwareInstallationServiceCapabilities associated 
with the service through CIM_ElementCapabilties. Examine the SupportedSyn-
chronousActions property. If it contains value 4(Install From Byte Stream), then 
the system firmware can be installed using InstallFromByteStream() method. 

Ditto 

4 Client Execute the InstallFromByteStream() method of the service using the appropri-
ate parameters including the system firmware image as the byte stream and 
CIM_ComputerSystem as the managed element. 

Ditto 

5 Client Find an instance of CIM_SoftwareIdentity for the system firmware associated 
with the CIM_ComputerSystem instance through 
CIM_InstalledSoftwareIdentity.  

See Software In-
ventory Profile 

 977 

10.13 Check Installed OSes and Running OS 978 
 979 
The table below describes a use case of checking installed OSes and running OS on the system.  980 
 981 
Step Actor Action Notes 
1 Client Locate the target instance of CIM_ComputerSystem See Base Desktop 

Mobile Profile 
2 Client Find all instances of installed OSes (CIM_OperatingSystem) associated with 

the CIM_ComputerSystem instance through CIM_InstalledOS. If there is no 
such instance, then no OS has been installed on this system. 

See OS Status 
Profile 

3 Client If there are one or more OSes installed on this system, then find an instance of 
the running OS (CIM_OperatingSystem) associated with the 
CIM_ComputerSystem instance through CIM_RunningOS. If there is no such 
instance, then no OS is currently running on this system. 

See OS Status 
Profile 

10.14 Remote BIOS Configuration and Remediation 982 
 983 
The table below describes a use case of remotely booting from a redirected media by changing 984 
the BIOS configuration using text console redirection profile. The system is repaired using the 985 
USB redirection and text console redirection. After the system is repaired, it boots normally.  986 
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 987 
Step Actor Action Notes 
1 DASH 

Service 
Service advertises to BIOS/OS redirected USB mass storage device  

2 Client Locate the target instance of CIM_ComputerSystem See Base Desk-
top Mobile Pro-
file 

3 Client Find an instance of CIM_USBRedirectionService associated with the computer 
instance through CIM_HostedService. If there is no such instance, USB redi-
rection is not implemented. 

See USB Redi-
rection Profile 

4 Client Find an instance of CIM_USBRediredtionCapabilities. If found, see whether 
SAPCapabilitiesSupported array contains value of 1 (Pre-Configured SAPs).  

Ditto 

5 Client Enumerate the instances of CIM_USBRedirectionSAP that are associated 
through an instance of CIM_ServiceAccessBySAP 

Ditto 

6 Client For each instance of CIM_USBRedirectionSAP, enumerate the instances 
CIM_USBDevice associated to the CIM_USBRedirectionSAP through an in-
stance of CIM_SAPAvailableForElement. Find an instance of USB mass stor-
age device that is being redirected. 

Ditto 

7 Client Find an instance of CIM_TextRedirectionService associated with the computer 
instance through CIM_HostedService. If there is no such instance, text con-
sole redirection is not implemented. 

See Text Con-
sole Redirection 
Profile 

8 Client Enumerate the instances of CIM_TextRedirectionSAP that are associated 
through an instance of CIM_ServiceAccessBySAP 

Ditto 

9 Client Start at the instance of the CIM_TextRedirectionSAP that is a component of 
the Text Console Redirection of interest 

Ditto 

10 Client Invoke the RequestStateChange( ) method with the RequestedState parame-
ter set to 2 (Enabled) 

Ditto 

11 Client Verify that the CIM_TextRedirectionSAP.EnabledState property is set 
to a value of 2 (Enabled). The Text Console Redirection is now active 

Ditto 

12 Client Navigate from the target instance of CIM_ComputerSystem to the in-
stance of CIM_PowerManagementService using the CIM_Associated-
PowerManagementService association.  

See Power State 
Management 
Profile 

13 Client Using the instance of CIM_PowerManagementService, navigate to the 
instance of CIM_PowerManagementCapabilities through the CIM_Ele-
mentCapabilities association. 

Ditto 

14 Client If the PowerChangeCapabilities property array contains the value 3 
(Power State Settable) and PowerStatesSupported contains the value 
0 (On), then waking the computer is supported by the MAP. 

Ditto 

15 Client Invoke the RequestPowerStateChange( ) method of the instance of 
CIM_PowerManagementService with the PowerState argument set to 
2 (Power On). 

Ditto 

16 Client Use the text console redirection session and change the BIOS settings 
to have the system boot from the redirected USB mass storage device. 

 

17 Client The managed system boots from the redirected USB mass storage 
device. Remediate and repair the system. 

 

18 Client Invoke the RequestPowerStateChange( ) method of the instance of 
CIM_PowerManagementService with the PowerState argument set to 
5 (Power Cycle Off-Soft). 

See Power State 
Management 
Profile 

19 Client Use the text console redirection session and change the BIOS setting 
to have the system boot from the local devices. 

See Text Con-
sole Redirection 
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20 Client Invoke the RequestStateChange( ) method on 
CIM_TextRedirectionSAP with the RequestedState parameter set to 3 
(Disabled) 

Ditto 

21 Client Verify that the CIM_TextRedirectionSAP.EnabledState property is set 
to a value of 3 (Disabled). The Text Console Redirection is now inac-
tive and the system boots normally. 

Ditto 

10.15 Programmatic BIOS Configuration Changes 988 
 989 
The table below describes a use case of programmatically changing BIOS configurations on mul-990 
tiple systems using the BIOS management profile.  991 

 992 
Step Actor Action Notes 
1 Client Discover all the systems running DASH services on the network. For each 

system, perform the steps 2-11 below. 
 

2 Client Locate the target instance of CIM_ComputerSystem See Base Desk-
top Mobile Pro-
file 

3 Client Find an instance of CIM_BIOSService associated with the computer instance 
through CIM_HostedService. If there is no such instance, then the BIOS man-
agement is not implemented. 

See BIOS Man-
agement Profile 

4 Client Enumerate the instances of CIM_BIOSAttribute that are associated with 
CIM_BIOSService through an instance of CIM_ServiceAffectsElement. 

Ditto 

5 Client For each BIOS attribute of interest, change the BIOS attribute by invoking the 
method SetBIOSAttribute(). 

Ditto 

6 Client Navigate from the target instance of CIM_ComputerSystem to the in-
stance of CIM_PowerManagementService using the CIM_Associated-
PowerManagementService association.  

See Power State 
Management 
Profile 

7 Client Using the instance of CIM_PowerManagementService, navigate to the 
instance of CIM_PowerManagementCapabilities through the CIM_Ele-
mentCapabilities association. 

Ditto 

8 Client If the PowerChangeCapabilities property array contains the value 3 
(Power State Settable) and PowerStatesSupported contains the value 
5 (Power Cycle Off-Soft) that performs the soft reset of the computer, 
then continue with Steps 9-11 described below.  

Ditto 

9 Client Invoke the RequestPowerStateChange( ) method of the instance of 
CIM_PowerManagementService with the PowerState argument set to 
5 (Power Cycle Off-Soft). 

Ditto 

10 DASH 
Service During POST, the DASH service communicates all the BIOS attribute 

changes to the BIOS. The BIOS attribute changes are accepted or 
rejected by the BIOS and the system boots. 

 

11 Client Enumerate the instances of CIM_BIOSAttribute that are associated 
with CIM_BIOSService through an instance of 
CIM_ServiceAffectsElement. Verify the BIOS attribute changes that 
were accepted by the BIOS. 

BIOS Manage-
ment Profile 
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11 Conclusion 993 

DASH contains the models, mechanisms and semantics necessary to manage mobile and desktop 994 
computers in use today, independent of service state. This includes the architectural, service and 995 
operations models, and covers boot and firmware update as well as service discovery. The pro-996 
files contain the required classes, instances, properties and methods necessary to manage sys-997 
tems. The transport and management protocols allow implementers to determine the communica-998 
tion requirements for compliant systems. Discovery and security requirements described help to 999 
understand their aspects in relation to the profiles and protocols. And the use cases should help 1000 
implementers understand the communications that take place in certain circumstances. All of 1001 
these combine in DASH to deliver the syntax and semantics necessary to manage desktop and 1002 
mobile computer systems.  1003 


